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falling by on the shown incline. Write a script file that using this Function to calculate the

acceleration of a block has mass of (M:l0kg), a force of (F:2lltl) acts horizontally on it for

a number of incline angles d starting by 45" ending by 23' including 11 elements. The

gravitational acceleration g is (9.81 mlszl.HLintz s=(Fcos? - Mgsin?)l M

Q2: Answer both the following U.u*t"r'

A: Write a suitable Matlab answer for the following:

l. fix(3.1) 2. floor(-I.6) 3. imag(7.8017) 4. lcm(50,25) 5. (l::3)
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Note: Answer all questions and define any variable by a suitable comment.

Ql: Write a Matlab Function called (Galilo_Inclined_Planes) that calculates the acceleration (a) in (m/s2) that block

(20 Mark)

(5 mark)

B: Write a Matlab script file that examines a number and switch it as positive even, positive odd, negative even or

negative odd.

Q3: Answer two of the following branches:

A: Write a Matlab script file that prints the following:

(15 mark)

0002.0090
0002.0090
0002.0090

0002.0060 0002.0030
0002.0060

(10 mark)

B: Write a Matlab script file that found area of a square which have side length (x) in m. Hint: area=x2. (10 Mark)

C: Write a C** program that prints numbers from 219 to 107; step 13. (10 mark)

Q4: Write a C** program approximates sinh(x) by computing the summation: sinh(.r) =f+; using indefinite
,=o ml

number of iterations under accuracy of 1xl0-5, x:2. Hint: m=(2n*l), m!=(m)*(m-l)*(m-2)*...*(l) (20 mark)

Q5: Write a C** program that enter and print matrix V(r x c) that has (14x13) elements; their values are (3.05) for

each element has both indexes (r and c) divisible by 5, (5.03) for elements of indexes divisible by 3, (2.04) for
elements of indexes divisible by 4 and (4.02) for elements of indexes divisible by 2 and (35.24) for other elements.

(20 mark)
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